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Abstract: Data stream management systems (DSMSs) are suitable for managing and processing continuous data at
high input rates with low latency. For advanced driver assistance including autonomous driving, embedded systems
use a variety of onboard sensor data with communications from outside the vehicle. Thus, the software developed
for such systems must be able to handle large volumes of data and complex processing. We develop a platform that
integrates and manages data in an automotive embedded system using a DSMS. However, because automotive data
processing, which is distributed in in-vehicle networks of the embedded system, is time-critical and must be reliable to
reduce sensor noise, it is diﬃcult to identify conventional DSMSs that meet these requirements. To address these new
challenges, we develop an automotive embedded DSMS (AEDSMS). This AEDSMS precompiles high-level queries
into executable query plans when designing automotive systems that demand time-criticality. Data stream processing
is distributed in in-vehicle networks appropriately, where real-time scheduling and senor data fusion are also applied
to meet deadlines and enhance the reliability of sensor data. The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1)
we establish a clear understanding of the challenges faced when introducing DSMSs into the automotive field; (2) we
propose an AEDSMS to tackle these challenges; and (3) we evaluate the AEDSMS during run-time for advanced driver
assistance.
Keywords: data stream management system (DSMS), distributed stream processing, real-time scheduling, earliest
deadline first (EDF), sensor fusion, automotive system, advanced driver assistance system (ADAS)

1. Introduction
Automotive systems utilize various onboard sensors such as
radar, lasers, cameras, and speed sensors, in order to observe the
status and surroundings of a vehicle. By using these sensors to
provide warnings to the driver or operate the vehicle automatically, automotive applications such as pre-crash safety systems,
adaptive cruise control, and lane departure warning systems have
been demonstrated and commercialized [1]. Research and develop on autonomous driving systems has increased in popularity.
Google and Urban Challenge, which is a competition funded by
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, have demonstrated that self-driving is possible and safe in urban areas [2], [3].
In such situations, managing and processing automotive sensor
data is quite complicated.
Sensor data processing in these scenarios is time-critical, often
imposing deadlines (i.e., a real-time requirement). For data pro1
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cessing with a real-time requirement, missed deadlines may lead
to serious accidents. In order to meet deadlines, algorithms for
real-time scheduling have been studied in the field of real-time
systems. On the other hand, because raw sensor data includes
uncertain information, enhanced reliability is a necessity. In order to improve positional accuracy for tracking vehicles and/or
pedestrians, algorithms for sensor data fusion are often used to
enhance reliability by integrating multiple sensors and the Global
Positioning System (GPS).
For advanced driver assistance, developers have been planning to utilize cooperative intelligent transport systems (C-ITSs)
to improve transport safety and reliability using vehicle-toinfrastructure *1 (V2I) and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications, as well as GPS and onboard sensors. The European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has promoted the
international standardization of C-ITSs. This standardization process has included communication protocols and data exchange
formats employed by the protocols [4], [5]. Because V2V/V2I
communications can broadcast to surrounding vehicles in 100 ms
cycles [4], the input-data volumes and arrival-time of the communications may change while a vehicle is driving.
The configuration of an automotive system is distributed and
complicated. In today’s luxury cars, the system comprises
approximately 70–100 nodes such as electronic control units
*1

Infrastructure has a specific meaning in ITSs, where it comprises the
roads, centers, and facilities around vehicles.
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(ECUs) connected by in-vehicle networks. Application software
and sensors are embedded in a distributed manner in the nodes.
Thus, the complexity of software development has increased for
distributed systems in addition to the growing scale and complexity of the data. In these situations, automotive manufacturers must
address the increased costs of embedded software development
and required software platform.
A data stream management system (DSMS) is suitable for processing and managing continuous data. It is relatively easy to
design data processing in the form of query descriptions. Moreover, DSMSs can often be applied in distributed systems. DSMSs
manage data as a stream, which is a sequence of tuples. For
this reason, data stream processing is low-latency and suitable for
use with changing data rates. In the past, DSMSs were applied
mainly in networking fields (traﬃc engineering, intrusion detection, and sensor networks) and finance (arbitrage and financial
monitoring). We have been researching and developing a datacentric software architecture for automotive embedded systems
by DSMSs [6].
However, we have encountered new challenges when applying DSMSs to automotive data processing. In particular, because
deadlines are required rather than reduced average latency or improved throughput, a DSMS should have architecture suitable for
time-critical purposes and should meet deadlines in distributed
stream processing. Furthermore, stream processing is distributed
in in-vehicle networks, where previous methods cannot be directly applied. In addition, a DSMS must provide reliable sensor data using sensor fusion, where the arrival-timing of inputdata from V2V communications is out-of-order. Previous DSMSs
have diﬃculties handling these challenges.
1.1 Contributions and Roadmap
To address these challenges, we developed an Automotive
Embedded Data Stream Management System (AEDSMS) at the
Center for Embedded Computing Systems of Nagoya University
(NCES), which is an organization that acts as a center for research and education in automotive embedded systems technology based on industrial-university cooperation *2 . We promoted
this research by establishing a consortium with seven companies,
including Toyota, Hitachi, and Denso, and three additional organizations, including the National Institute for Land and Infrastructure Management and the Japan Digital Road Map Association.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(A) Clarifying the challenges of applying DSMSs to automotive
data processing.
(B) Developing an AEDSMS to overcome these challenges,
which is a DSMS with the following features:
(a) The DSMS architecture precompiles high-level queries into
an executable query plan in the design of automotive systems;
(b) Distributed stream processing for in-vehicle networks;
(c) Real-time scheduling for distributed stream processing;
(d) A sensor fusion operator for out-of-order input-streams.
*2

Project URL: http://www.nces.is.nagoya-u.ac.jp/project/
DataInteg 2010.pdf (in Japanese)
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(C) Evaluating the feasibility of the AEDSMS during runtime
for advanced driver assistance, according to ETSI specifications.
This paper is the extended version of Ref. [7] and includes additional evaluations and explanations. In particular, regarding contribution (B.c), this paper extends [8], which proposes a method
of stream processing on a single node into distributed stream processing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides an overview of related work. Section 3 presents a brief
summary of the research field and our motivation for applying a
DSMS to automotive systems. Section 4 considers the important
challenges that must be addressed when applying DSMSs to the
field of interest. Section 5 introduces the AEDSMS. Section 6
presents an evaluation of the eﬀectiveness of the AEDSMS based
on its application to an advanced driver assistance system. Section 7 summarizes how the AEDSMS overcomes various challenges, finally, and our conclusions are provided in Section 8.

2. Related Work
2.1 Automotive Software Platforms without Data Streams
The AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture (AUTOSAR) is
a major component-based, automotive control software platform
and software development methodology that facilitates software
reusability and production [9]. The partners in the consortium include many automotive companies; carmakers use AUTOSAR as
the foundation of their commercial automotive systems. However, AUTOSAR does not provide a solution to data management
problems, as described in Section 3.2.
The SAFESPOT project developed a platform of automotive
systems for managing data obtained from onboard sensors and
V2V/V2I communications using a relational database (RDB),
where the members of the consortium, including Bosch and
Volvo, performed demonstration experiments [10]. In addition,
[11], [12] developed an RDB to satisfy the real-time requirements
of automotive data management, where deadlines must be met.
However, RDBs are not suitable for automotive sensor data because their update frequency is high, and it is necessary to process
data continuously at low-latency in driver assistance systems.
2.2 Data Stream Management Systems
A data stream management system is a suitable platform
for managing continuous data such as sensor data and network
packets at a low-latency. Many DSMSs have been developed
for general-purpose stream processing systems, which include
STREAM, Aurora, Gigascope, InfoSphere Streams, as well as
complex event processing systems such as Oracle CEP and Esper [13]. Recently, platforms for scalable, distributed, and parallel stream processing have been developed using cloud computing, such as MillWheel and Muppet [14], [15]. However, these
platforms do not meet the requirements of the automotive field,
as described in Section 4, and their software sizes are too large
for embedded deployment.
In the sensor networks field, DSMSs have been developed with
suﬃciently small footprints to install in embedded systems, as
well as the automotive field. For example, [16] proposed an on-
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board stream processing method for engineering testing and diagnosis in vehicle systems. The Vehicle Data Stream Mining System (VEDAS) [17] and Minefleet [18] are distributed data stream
mining platforms for use in mobile computing devices or automotive systems. StreamCars is a stream processing platform
for driver assistance systems, which shares a similar objective as
our research [19]. This method provides sensor fusion operators
to enhance the reliability of sensor data. However, the performance and implementation have not been described in detail. In
addition, previous studies have not considered either distributed
stream processing systems in in-vehicle networks or their realtime requirement, although they are important in automotive data
processing, which means that they do not satisfy the requirements
described in Section 4.
2.3 Real-time Scheduling of Data Stream Processing
In order to satisfy the real-time requirements, many studies
have used real-time scheduling to determine the order of processing to meet deadlines [20]. Some studies have also addressed
stream processing in the real-time community and database community. In particular, most of the proposed methods have been
based on earliest deadline first (EDF), which is an algorithm for
real-time scheduling that can handle cases where the input-data
rate changes [21], [22], [23]. In these methods, users specify the
End-to-End deadline, which is the maximum allowable end-toend latency between when the data is read from a sensor as tuples
and when it is processed, for each output-stream. However, these
methods have limited applicability in stream processing, and it is
diﬃcult to apply them directly to automotive data processing.
Zhengyu et al. [21] and Yuan et al. [22] implicitly considered
a query as a scheduling task and required a one-to-one relationship between a query and an End-to-End deadline. As a result,
they were unable to deal with a multiquery, which shares part
of data processing and delivers multiple output-streams. The
method proposed by Xin et al. [23] is less limited than other
methods [21], [22], and it can deal with multiqueries by dividing the query graph so that each task includes one output-stream.
In contrast, there may exist tasks without End-to-End deadlines
in distributed stream processing because the query plan is divided and distributed among nodes. Therefore, previous methods cannot be used with distributed stream processing with multiqueries. Based on previous research [22], [23], some studies
have addressed Quality of Service (QoS) management and load
shedding to meet End-to-End deadlines [24], [25], [26]. However, this method cannot operate in distributed stream processing
with multiqueries for the aforementioned reasons.
2.4 Operator Placement of Distributed Stream Processing
The operator placement problem is the key issues of distributed
stream processing because it is important for improving performance. It is NP-hard because it has combinatorial complexity where operators and streams are allocated in nodes and networks [27]. For this reason, various heuristic methods of operator placement have been proposed to reduce network usage and
balance the load among nodes [28]. A method that formulates
the operator placement problem as mixed-integer linear program-
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ming (MILP) has also been proposed [29]. However, these previous methods assume overlay (mainly peer-to-peer) networks.
There are no existing methods that apply to in-vehicle networks,
which have a hybrid network topology of mainly bus networks
and gateways.

3. Background and Motivation
In this section, we explain the features of automotive data processing and the reason for introducing DSMSs into automotive
embedded systems.
3.1 Automotive Data Processing
The applications of an automotive embedded system often
has a lot of data processing because the process flow of the
application involves three steps: (1) obtaining input-data from
input-devices such as sensors and communication equipment distributed among many nodes, (2) processing and combining the
data, and (3) controlling the requisite actuators, which are also
distributed among many nodes.
We now describe the features and requirements of automotive
data processing.
Real-time Requirement
Data processing has End-to-End deadlines, which is specified by
users according to the specifications of applications when designing automotive systems. For example, ETSI specifies the End-toEnd deadline for vehicle collision warnings to be 300 ms [30].
For vehicle control, the End-to-End deadlines are approximately
10–100 ms, depending on the application. This feature is required
for driver assistance systems, which are safety-critical.
Reliability Requirement
The error between the value observed from an input-device and
the true value must be minimal to provide accurate information
such as vehicle position. ETSI has defined the data dictionary
used in C-ITS communications, which requires that confidence
information be attached to sensing data, such as the latitude, longitude, and velocity [5]. Confidence information is generally represented as a symmetric 95% confidence interval [4], [5]. Therefore, it is recommended that each vehicle broadcast its confidence
information outside the vehicle, as required by ETSI.
Variation of Input-data Volumes
Automotive embedded systems are equipped with a number of
sensors, where the input-data are updated every 10–100 ms. In
contrast, V2V/V2I communications can broadcast to surrounding
vehicles within a range of 100–500 m in 100 ms cycles [4]. The
number of messages received by automotive embedded systems
increases at intersections because many vehicles broadcast V2V
communications at these points. ETSI specifies that a vehicle can
receive a maximum of 1000 vehicle messages per second [30].
This requirement means that it is possible to input information
for a maximum of 1000 vehicles per second because one message only includes information for one vehicle in V2V communications [4], [5]. However, it is diﬃcult to process all of this
input-data and meet End-to-End deadlines. Therefore, in some
situations, the input-data obtained from outside the vehicle must
be filtered to meet deadlines unlike input-data from onboard sensors that cannot always be filtered.
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Fig. 1

Example of an intersection with collision warnings.

Fig. 3

Fig. 2 Order of data processing based on V2V communications.

Out-of-order Arrival
Each vehicle that uses V2V communications broadcasts a message in the interval of 100 ms at the timing of the vehicle. As a
result, it is possible for a vehicle to receive messages via V2V
communications with a maximum diﬀerence of 100 ms between
when the data are read by a sensor and when the sensor data are
transmitted by the sender, even if communication delays are ignored. In other words, input-data from V2V communications is
out-of-order.
3.1.1 Example of Real-time Scheduling
Intersection collisions are one of the most common types of
accidents that account for approximately 50% of all reported
crashes [31]. In particular, the use of C-ITS is expected to be beneficial at intersections with poor visibility because the use of onboard sensors, such as radar and cameras, on a vehicle cannot accurately detect other vehicles. By using the application scenario,
we explain the importance of introducing real-time scheduling.
Figure 1 shows an example of a collision warning system for
subject vehicle A at an intersection with poor visibility via V2V
communications. Vehicles A and X approach the intersection. A
does not know that X is approaching because of poor visibility.
However, vehicle E can detect vehicle X using E’s onboard sensors. The End-to-End deadline for collision warnings is 300 ms
according to ETSI specifications [30]. If vehicle A cannot provide a collision warning for vehicle X within 300 ms after vehicle
E detects X using its onboard sensors, A will collide with X. Vehicles A, B, C, D, and E broadcast the information sensed by their
onboard sensors to other vehicles using V2V communications.
However, vehicles X and F cannot use V2V communications. YZ
is the message that vehicle Z broadcasts by sensing vehicle Y.
In Fig. 2, subject vehicle A receives message XE regarding vehicle X from vehicle E at the current time t and waits to process
the messages broadcast from vehicles B, C, and D, according to
the situation shown in Fig. 1. To simplify the discussion in this
example, we assume that each vehicle senses the surrounding ve-
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DSMS in an automotive embedded system.

hicles at the same time, where E broadcasts information regarding
X via V2V communications at 95 ms after sensing it, whereas B,
C, and D broadcast their information at 5 ms after sensing. We
assume that it takes 30 ms to process a message that has arrived
from V2V communications.
Figure 2 (a) shows the case where the messages are processed
using first in, first out (FIFO), where the latency required to process XE is 95 + 30 + 7 × 30 = 335 ms because seven messages are
waiting to be processed before XE . As a result, the End-to-End
deadline of 300 ms is missed, and the subject vehicle collides with
X. This shows that it is important to meet End-to-End deadlines
in automotive data processing.
On the other hand, Fig. 2 (b) shows an example using real-time
scheduling based on EDF [20], which determines the processing
order required to prioritize the input-data with early deadlines. In
this case, XE is processed first because the deadline of XE is the
earliest. As a result, subject vehicle A processes XE and the remaining messages within the End-to-End deadline and stops before colliding with vehicle X. Therefore, the application of realtime scheduling to automotive data processing is useful for avoiding vehicle crashes.
3.2 Reenergizing the Software Architecture Based on DSMS
In automotive systems that include a variety of sensors, the
scale and complexity of the software and the volumes of data are
expected to grow [32]. Traditional automotive software imposes
a high degree of coupling among application programs, sensors,
and their data. Automotive component suppliers provide products that satisfy the following: data processing is embedded in
application programs, and the application programs use the related sensors individually. As a result, similar data processing is
duplicated, although the processed data is commonly reused. In
addition, the physical structure of nodes, in-vehicle networks, and
onboard sensors in an automotive embedded system is usually
diﬀerent among vehicle types. If the physical structure is changed
during traditional automotive software development, large sections of the software must be modified, which results in increased
development costs for automotive embedded software.
The discussions above suggests the necessity of a data-centric
software architecture and platform. In our approach, we separate
data processing from the application programs. To achieve this,
we use a DSMS that is suitable for data processing in automotive
embedded systems. Figure 3 shows the architecture of the DSMS
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applied to an automotive embedded system. We describe automotive data processing using queries in the DSMS. The input-data
from onboard sensors and communications is inserted into inputstreams of the query plan as tuples, and application programs obtain the results of the queries from output-streams. By defining
the schema of each stream that is independent of specific sensors
and applications, sensors and applications are decoupled in this
approach. In addition, it is easy to reduce duplicated processing
of similar data from the query graph.
Because automotive data processing is distributed among
nodes, the DSMS and query graph are also distributed. The
queries of the DSMS are separated from the physical structure
in order to improve the reusability of the queries among diﬀerent vehicle types. By using this approach, the DSMS provides
location-transparent data access to users.
The DSMS represents queries as dataflow diagrams in the same
manner as Aurora and Borealis, and it follows their basic query
specifications [33]. However, other DSMSs, e.g., [34], [35], represent queries using structured declarative languages like SQL.
SQL-like declarative languages can simplify query descriptions,
but the developers of safety-related automotive applications design data processing using a work-flow representation.

4. Challenges to Automotive Embedded Data
Stream Management Systems
This section introduces the important challenges that must be
addressed when embedding DSMSs in automotive systems compared with other areas such as sensor networks, financial tickers,
traﬃc management, and click-stream inspection.
4.1 Time-criticality during Runtime (C1)
In other areas, the ability to register, remove, and modify
queries as necessary on the fly is advantageous for DSMSs. Existing methods that improve the performance of DSMSs migrate
operators dynamically during runtime according to the load status (i.e., input-data volumes), where their performance metrics
include the average latency and throughput [28], [33]. Therefore,
their query plan, including the query graph and operator placement, changes dynamically during runtime.
In contrast, automotive data processing must satisfy real-time
requirements, as described in Section 3.1. For real-time requirements, which diﬀers from the requirements of conventional
DSMSs, speed is not important unless a deadline will be missed.
This implies that the query plan should be optimized in the worst
case scenario.
Time predictability is also a requirement, which is the ability
to exactly predict the worst case latency. Changing the query
plan dynamically in DSMSs makes it diﬃcult to satisfy the predictability requirement. In automotive embedded systems, hardware configurations and application software are determined at
the design stage during automotive development, and the data
processing installed in automotive embedded systems is also determined at that time. The maximum input-data volumes that
should be processed are known by validating them beforehand.
Therefore, the query plan should be optimized in the critical case
in which the input-data volumes are maximized under the as-
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Fig. 4 Examples of in-vehicle networks and nodes.

sumption. Equivalently, the DSMS can determine the query plan
at the design stage.
4.2 Distributed Data Streams in In-vehicle Networks (C2)
The structure of networks and nodes generally diﬀers among
vehicle types; thus, distributed stream processing in an automotive system should be location transparent. A key issue is operator
placement because it aﬀects the eﬃciency of data processing and
network usage. In other fields, many methods have been proposed
for solving the operator placement problem by assuming overlay
networks, as described in Section 2.4. These methods estimate
network usage accurately because one of their main goals is its
reduction [28].
Automotive data processing also requires reducing and estimating in-vehicle network usage. Increasing in-vehicle network
usage not only increases the communication delay, but also makes
it diﬃcult to predict the communication delay by frequent transmission collisions. However, because in-vehicle networks have a
complex hybrid network topology, which connects multiple bus
networks with multiple gateways, it is diﬃcult to decide the delivery route of streams through in-vehicle networks with previous
operator placement methods. Furthermore, it is also diﬃcult to
estimate in-vehicle network usage. The following example indicates the requirements for the DSMS to accurately estimate delivery routes of streams and network usage in in-vehicle networks.
Example: Consider the following case: nodes A, B, C, and D and
nodes E and F are connected via a gateway, as shown in Fig. 4.
If A and B communicate, some streams are routed only through
bus network1. In this case, network usage increases between C
and D, although the network usage between E and F does not increase. In contrast, if D and E communicate, some streams are
routed through bus network1, the gateway, and bus network2. In
this case, network usage increases not only between C and D, but
also between E and F.
4.3 Applying Real-time Scheduling (C3)
As explained in Section 3.1, our DSMS requires real-time
scheduling. The data rate of the input-streams may change dynamically because the input-data rate from V2V communications
changes during driving. For this reason, EDF scheduling is suitable as a real-time scheduling algorithm, which is the same approach used by the previous methods of Section 2.3.
In automotive data processing, the typical query plan is multiqueries because multiple applications share information such
as vehicle position, as described in Section 3.2. Moreover, because automotive data processing may be distributed, data stream
processing may also be distributed. Although scheduling is one
of the main research topics in data stream processing, real-time
scheduling has not been widely studied, and it does not meet our
requirements. As described in Section 2.3, previous methods cannot be applied to distributed stream processing with multiqueries.
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4.4 Enhancing Reliability by Sensor Data Fusion (C4)
Driver assistance systems require enhanced reliability of sensor
data. Sensor fusion is a typical and eﬀective method that meets
this requirement. Kalman filters and particle filters are wellknown algorithms employed for sensor fusion, which use previous output-results to improve positional accuracy or for tracking
vehicles/pedestrians. However, few previous studies have implemented sensor fusion in a DSMS, and the implementation methods are not clear [19].
To develop various sensor fusion algorithms, it would be helpful if DSMSs could support common functions for sensor fusion. Such sensor fusion algorithms fuse sensor data with the
same timestamp with previous output-results. As described in
Section 3.1, because input-data may be out of order, tuples with
older timestamp may arrive later. This means that it is necessary
to manage previous output-results for a certain period of time.
Most DSMSs provide windows for operators to manage temporal recent tuples. However, the intention is to manage the tuples
before operators process rather than output results after the operators are processed. Therefore, it is necessary to support windows
for the output-results of operators as a common function during
sensor fusion.
4.5 Reusability of Query Descriptions (C5)
The physical structure and application programs are diﬀerent
by the type of vehicles. Queries that represent data processing
are influenced by the type of vehicle because data processing in
automotive systems is embedded in the product of the vehicle.
Therefore, a reusable query description independent of the vehicle type is required.

5. AEDSMS: Automotive Embedded Data
Stream Management System
To overcome the challenges discussed in Section 4, we introduce AEDSMS, which is a DSMS for automotive embedded data
processing.
5.1 Design Principles
Figure 5 shows the overview of AEDSMS. AEDSMS provides users with high-level queries (HLQs) that can be locationtransparent and modularized and precompiles HLQs into lowlevel queries (LLQs) using a code generation approach before
they are installed in an automotive embedded system. When a
vehicle is moving, AEDSMS dynamically processes the tuples to
meet real-time and reliability requirements.
For HLQs, users can select a subset of standard Aurora operators; for example, Map, Filter, Union, and Join can be employed [33]. In addition, user-defined operators (UDOs) can be
employed that allow users to implement processes using C++
classes. UDOs can be extended using class inheritance in C++.
Moreover, AEDSMS is equipped with a mechanism for defining stream processing components (SPCs) by composing multiple operators and stores them in a library (SPC-Library). Users
can retrieve them from the SPC-Library to describe queries and
use operators and SPCs.
In the same manner as previous time-critical data stream processing on a single node [21], [22], [23], AEDSMS allows users
to set End-to-End deadlines for output-streams of queries in distributed stream processing. AEDSMS executes the query plan
based on EDF to meet End-to-End deadlines during runtime.
In AEDSMS, a sensor data fusion operator (SDFO) is available, which improves reliability by fusing streams that are ob-

Fig. 5 Overview of AEDSMS.
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Fig. 6 Example of an SPC description.
Fig. 7 Example of an HLQ.

tained redundantly from diﬀerent sensors. Users can implement
specific sensor fusion algorithms by inheriting the SDFO C++
class. The process that acquires inputs from onboard sensors is
verified in advance at the design stage to ensure that it meets the
deadline. However, a process that employs communication outside of the vehicle may miss a deadline due to large fluctuations
in the volume of data and communication delays. Processes that
use onboard sensors and communicate with the outside are redundant; thus, processes that employ communications are only used
when they meet deadlines. Therefore, AEDSMS can provide reliable streams while meeting deadlines even if data obtained from
outside of the vehicle is employed.
Queries installed in a target automotive embedded system
should be customized for the specific vehicle type, whereas
queries described by users should be independent of the physical
structure. To address this issue, AEDSMS provides HLQs that
are less dependent on the physical structure and converts HLQs
into LLQs that are suited to the physical structure. Only query
plans that have been generated as binary code are installed in the
automotive embedded system. In the following, we describe the
order in which the query plan is generated.
I. High-Level Queries (HLQs)
HLQs represent the highest level of abstraction for AEDSMS
queries, and they are described by users. HLQs are location transparent, which means that they are independent of networks and
nodes. HLQs are described using operators and SPCs.
II. Low-Level Queries (LLQs)
LLQs are customized according to the physical structure of the
target, i.e., LLQs depend on networks and nodes. An LLQ does
not include SPCs, and it only comprises operators. Each LLQ is
generated for the node where operators are placed.
III. Executable Queries (EXQs)
An executable query (EXQ) is a query plan embedded in a target.
Each EXQ is generated from an LLQ. Because each EXQ is a
binary code, it cannot be easily edited by users.
5.2 Stream Processing Component (SPC)
In addition to defining queries, SPCs are defined as dataflow
diagrams that comprise operators and connectivity, as shown in
Fig. 6. An SPC has the same interface as operators; the inputs are
streams, and the outputs are streams.
In the example in Fig. 6, an SPC produces the position and
velocity of surrounding vehicles. It converts relative position/velocity from radar into an absolute value using the absolute
position/velocity of the subject vehicle. The schema of the stream
(Radar) obtained from radar has attributes such as relative posi-
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tion and velocity, confidence *3 , and the timestamp. The schema
of the other stream (SubjectVehicle) input into the SPC has attributes such as position, velocity, confidence, and the timestamp.
The schema of the stream output from the SPC has the same
schema as SubjectVehicle. The SPC comprises two operators:
Join and Map.
5.3 Example of an HLQ
An example of an HLQ is shown in Fig. 7. SPC#b is the SPC
described in Fig. 6. This HLQ is a multiquery that shares part
of the data processing and delivers three output-streams (output1,
output2, and output3). A load shedder is positioned in the inputstream from V2V communications. In this HLQ, data processing using V2V communications is made redundant by processing
with onboard sensors. Because of this, all of the input-data from
onboard sensors are processed to meet their deadlines even if the
load shedder drops the input-data from V2V communications.
Output1 delivers the stream about subject and surrounding vehicles, which is generated from the onboard sensors of the subject
vehicle. This End-to-End deadline is the shortest at 30 ms because the output-stream is used as input for the driver assistance
systems of surrounding vehicles. Output2 delivers the stream including the time to collision (TTC) as CollisionDegree, which
is calculated from the streams related to the subject vehicle and
other vehicles with the same timestamp. The End-to-End deadline is 300 ms according to ETSI because the output-stream is
used to produce collision warnings [30]. Because output3 provides the results of sensor fusion from the onboard sensors and
V2V communications for car navigation, real-time performance
is not required, and the End-to-End deadline is 3 s, which is sufficiently long.
SPC#a outputs SubjectVehicle, which is obtained using GPS
and velocity sensors. SPC#b outputs SurroundingVehicle, which
is obtained using onboard sensors, as explained in Section 5.2.
The Union operator unifies SubjectVehicle and SurroundingVehicle. The SDFO operator fuses the tuples obtained from the
onboard sensors and V2V communications. Map operators format the tuples for the purpose of V2V delivery and navigation.
SPC#c outputs CollisionDegree based on the outputs of the two
Filter operators, which extract streams related to the subject and
surrounding vehicles.
5.4 Design Flow of AEDSMS
The design flow of AEDSMS comprises five steps, as outlined
*3

Confidence is represented as a variance in the same manner as Ref. [10]
to simplify the computation.
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in Fig. 5. Steps 1–4 statically precompile queries when the software is developed. Step 5 is only processed during runtime on
the target automotive embedded system.
Step 1. SPC expansion
This step expands the SPCs in an HLQ using the definition of
SPCs in the SPC-Library, and it embeds the operators and connectivity, which define SPCs, into the HLQ. As a result, the expanded HLQ does not include SPCs.
Step 2. Operator placement
This step allocates the expanded HLQ to the nodes and in-vehicle
networks of the target. Unlike previous distributed stream processing [28], [29], AEDSMS converts a physical structure into
an architectural graph, which is an approach that is widely used
to explore the design space of embedded systems [36]. Next,
AEDSMS allocates the queries to the architectural graph, as
described in Section 5.5. The previous methods of operator
placement often use the input-data rate at runtime. In contrast,
AEDSMS optimizes operator placement by using the maximum
input-data rate in the assumed worst-case; in this case, meeting
deadlines is more important than speed. As a result, previous
methods of distributed stream processing can be applied in our
field, and LLQs can be generated.
Step 3. Task definition
This step defines tasks from the LLQs and assigns the appropriate
relative deadline, which is the modified End-to-End deadline, for
each task. This method is described in Section 5.6. Because the
release-timing of each task is when tuples are inserted into tasks,
the information required by EDF scheduling at runtime can be
obtained in this step.
Step 4. Binary generation
This step statically converts LLQs into source code and then selects the minimum number of necessary modules from a Runtime
Library, which contains functions to run the DSMS in automotive
embedded systems. Next, this step links the Runtime Library,
EXQ, and application programs (if any). As a result, executable
files are generated.
Step 5. Execution on an automotive embedded system
The executable files generated during runtime in Step 4 are installed on nodes that execute stream processing. The instance of
each task has an absolute deadline by adding the relative deadline to the timestamp of the processed tuples. On each node, the
scheduler executes the operator that inputs the tuple with the earliest absolute deadline at the highest priority, based on the EDF
policy. Application programs can use output-streams via function
calls or callback functions.
5.5 Operator Placement using an Architectural Graph
Figure 8 outlines how the operator placement problem is
solved with an architectural graph. In an architectural graph, a
vertex is a node (ECU), network (bus), or gateway. In particular,
a vertex that comprises a network or gateway is a virtual vertex.
The architectural graph has an edge between vertices if and only
if a gateway or an ECU connects with a network.
The following discussion assumes that the physical structure
and application programs are set in a manner similar to that in
Fig. 8 (1). A query is outlined in Fig. 8 (2). The architectural
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Fig. 8 Query allocation using an architectural graph.

Fig. 9 Allocation method for tasks and their relative deadlines.

graph converted from Fig. 8 (1) is shown in Fig. 8 (3). After conversion into an architectural graph and by satisfying the following
constraints, the queries can be allocated using previous methods
of operator placement, such as those in [29].
• An operator cannot be mapped to a virtual vertex, which represents a network or a gateway *4 .
• A stream can be mapped between diﬀerent nodes only if the
architectural graph has an edge between the vertices.
• The usage of each network can be estimated as the sum of the
data volume in the streams that are input to the virtual vertex corresponding to the network. For example, the network
usage of Bus1 can be estimated as the sum of the input-data
volume of the two streams (s1 and s2) in Fig. 8 (4).
Using the above method, the delivery route of each stream can be
correctly represented in in-vehicle networks and network usage
can be accurately estimated.
5.6 Task Definition for Real-time Scheduling of DSMSs
It is necessary to define tasks and specify their relative deadlines to apply EDF to DSMS scheduling. AEDSMS defines each
task as a sequence of operators, where the execution order is determined statically at each node, as shown in Fig. 9. If there exists a dependency of execution order (i.e., precedence constraints)
among tasks, EDF* [37] can be applied to resolve the dependency. EDF* calculates the relative deadline d of a precedence
task τ from the computation time ci and the relative deadline di
of each subsequent task τi ; that is,
d = min{di − ci ; i = 1, 2, · · · , n}.

(1)

First, the relative deadlines of tasks without subsequent tasks are
initialized as End-to-End deadlines. Next, by recursively applying Eq. (1) from subsequent tasks to a precedence task, it can be
shown that all tasks can specify appropriate relative deadlines and
*4

A stream can be allocated to virtual vertices.
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remove precedence constraints [37]. AEDSMS considers communication delays in the same manner as the computation time
of an operator; it uses the following equation, which is an extension of Eq. (1):
d = min{di − ci − cτ→τi ; i = 1, 2, · · · , n},

(2)

where cτ→τi is the communication delay between τ and τi .
The following discussion assumes the example in Fig. 9. After
the relative deadline of T4 is derived from the End-to-End deadline of T1 using Eq. (2), the relative deadline of T5 is derived
from the relative deadline of T4 and End-to-End deadlines of T2
and T3 by Eq. (2). Therefore, AEDSMS assigns relative deadlines even if a multiquery is distributed among multiple nodes.
As a result, real-time scheduling can be applied based on EDF in
AEDSMS.
Previous load shedders [24], [25], [26] drop or filter tuples
from streams to avoid overload or missing deadlines. Because
the input-data from onboard sensors cannot be dropped in safety
critical applications, AEDSMS can set load shedders to specific
input-streams, which is input-data from outside the vehicle in
most cases. Users can write a value function to determine the
filtering conditions for each load shedder. The load shedder filters tuples of lower value so that the maximum input volume is
not exceeded, which is predetermined at the design stage. Setting the load shedder to the input-stream from V2V communications makes it possible to process all of the input-data from
onboard sensors without filtering while meeting deadlines, even
if the number of surrounding vehicles increases.
5.7 Sensor Data Fusion Operator (SDFO)
The SDFO is the operator that allows users to implement sensor fusion algorithms eﬃciently by stream processing and is implemented with a specific window structure via class inheritance
from UDO. The window structure of the SDFO is outlined in
Fig. 10. In the automotive field, sensor fusion requires windows
to handle out-of-order inputs, as described in Section 4.4. Therefore, in addition to the front window, where traditional DSMS
operators such as Join and Aggregate hold the previously input tuples for a certain period of time, SDFO has a rear window, which
holds previous output tuples for a certain period of time.
Most sensor fusion algorithms fuse the same observed objects
and do not fuse diﬀerent observed objects. Therefore, both the
front window and rear window are partitioned for observed objects. Moreover, because sensor fusion usually enhances the effects by fusing diverse sensors, the combination of fused sensor
data should be distinguished by observing sensors. Therefore, the
front window is also partitioned for observing sensors.
The SDFO fuses the tuples held in the front window when all
of the inputs arrive. However, the latency is not guaranteed if

the SDFO uses input-data obtained from outside the vehicle. In
this case, the SDFO imposes a time limit and only processes tuples that have arrived at the front window when the timeout is
expired.

6. Feasibility Study
We evaluated the performance of AEDSMS during runtime and
confirmed its feasibility.
6.1 Evaluation Method
The application scenario is the example in Section 3.1.1, and
the HLQs are the same as those in Section 5.3 (Fig. 7). In the
automotive field, the volume of input-data from V2V communications is large and fluctuates. In order to confirm the feasibility of AEDSMS when the input-data volume is maximized, we
performed an evaluation where information is received at a maximum rate of approximately 1000 vehicles per second from V2V
communications, which matches the ETSI specification [30]. We
used the network simulator Scenargie *5 in this evaluation because it can handle V2V communications from a large number
of vehicles, as well as facilitate an accurate simulation of their
radio properties, radio field strength, and the mobility of each vehicle. We used roads with a grid layout, specifically, the Manhattan mobility model, which includes obstacles such as buildings,
thereby allowing us to evaluate collision warnings at intersections
with poor visibility, while still satisfying the maximum input-data
volume specified by ETSI.
Figure 11 shows the roads and initial vehicle positions. Each
vehicle moves in the direction of the arrow at a speed of 60 km/h,
and the distance between all intersections is equal to 100 m. The
number of vehicles is maximized at the two intersections marked
with circles in Fig. 11. Figure 12 shows the number of input-data
obtained from V2V communications per unit time (1 s). These
simulation parameters ensure that the input volume is maximized
and satisfies the ETSI specifications at the two intersections.
Both V2V communications and radar were assumed to provide

Fig. 11

Initial positions of vehicles in the Manhattan model.

Fig. 12 Input rate from V2V communications.
Fig. 10

Structure of the windows employed for SDFO.
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Scenargie: https://www.spacetime-eng.com/en/labSimulator.html
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Table 2 Latency in the case of single sensor fusion.
Type
1
2
Fig. 13

Average
1.84 ms
11.0 ms

Standard deviation
86.2 μs
92.2 μs

Physical structure.

Fig. 15 Relationship between the fusion number and latency.
Fig. 14 LLQs and their mappings.
Table 1 Task definition on each node.
Task Node Operators
T1
Node1 SDFO1, Map1
T2
Node2 Union1
T3

Node2

T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

Node3
Node3
Node3
Node3
Node3

Relative deadline [ms]
d1 := min{d2 − c2 , d3 − c3 } − cBus1
d2 := min{d4 − c4 , d5 − c5 }−
2cBus1 − cGW − cBus2
Join1, Map2, Union1 d3 := min{d4 − c4 , d5 − c5 }−
2cBus1 − cGW − cBus2
SDFO2
d4 := min{d6 − c6 , d7 − c7 , d8 − c8 }
Map3
d5 := 30
Filter1, Join2, Map4 d6 := 300
Filter2, Join2, Map4 d7 := 300
Map5
d8 := 3000

input-data at 100 ms cycles, and their range was approximately
200 m. Radar was not refracted by obstacles because we used a
high frequency of 70 GHz or greater. However, the V2V communications occurred at 700 MHz, the frequency band defined in
Japan, which means that it is refracted to some extent even if there
are obstacles. Because sensor noise cannot be simulated in Scenargie, we experimentally injected artificial noise based on sensor
specifications *6 *7 .
Figure 13 shows the physical structure. The network is comprised of one gateway and three nodes in which the previous
methods of operator placement have diﬃculties allocating a query
plan. The specification for each node is an 800 MHz CPU with
512 MB of RAM running on a Linux OS (Fedora10). Figure 14
shows the physical structure and allocation of the LLQs. Operators #a–#c correspond to the SPCs to which the operators belong.
The bus networks assume Controller Area Networks (CANs), and
the communication delay is calculated using formular (1) in [38].
Table 1 shows the task definition on each node. Each task is
comprised of the third column (Operators), which corresponds to
operators in Fig. 14. For some i, di is the relative deadline of task
T i , and ci is the computation time. cBus1 , cBus2 , and cGW are the
communication delays of Bus1, Bus2, and GW, respectively.
6.2 Basic Performance of SDFOs
Before evaluating the application scenario described in Section 6.1, we evaluated the basic performance of a single SDFO.
An SDFO is a specific operator that was newly developed for
AEDSMS and takes more computation time than the other op*6
*7

DGPS: http://www.u-blox.com/images/downloads/Product Docs/
GLONASS-HW-Design ApplicationNote (GPS.G6-CS-10005).pdf
Radar: http://www.abott-mf.com/images/pdf/IbeoLUX2010.pdf
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erators. We implemented two types of Kalman filters as SDFOs,
which were the same as the SDFOs in the LLQs shown in Fig. 14.
Type1: Subject vehicle position estimation
This type estimates the subject vehicle’s position and velocity by
observing GPS and velocity sensors, as described in Ref. [39].
This type of sensor fusion is used frequently in commercial cars.
Type2: Fusion of multiple sensor data from vehicles
This type estimates the subject vehicle’s position by fusing the
position of the subject and surrounding vehicles based on onboard
sensors and V2V communications, in the same way as Ref. [40].
The fusion number varies according to the number of vehicles
communicating via V2V and the number of vehicles observed.
Table 2 shows the latency of each SDFO when the fusion number (i.e., the number of sensor fusions) is 1, where the statistics
are calculated using over 10,000 samples. The average latency is
on the order of ms for Type1 even in the worst case conditions,
and the End-to-End deadline is 30 ms for Type1. The latency is
on the order of 10 ms for Type2, and the End-to-End deadline is
300 ms for Type2. The standard deviations are also small. Thus,
the latency is predictable and acceptable when the fusion number
was 1.
Figure 15 shows the change in the latency as the fusion number varies with Type2. In addition, Fig. 15 shows the results of the
linear regression analysis, where the fusion number is used as an
explanatory variable to predict the latency. The results show that
the error is suﬃciently small because the average relative error
between the measured value and the predicted value is 1.64 ms.
Therefore, the computation time of each SDFO can be predicted
from the fusion number. Furthermore, the computation time is
predictable in the worst case because the maximum fusion number can be estimated from the input volume of tuples in the SDFO.
6.3 Eﬀect of Introducing the EDF Scheduler
We evaluated the eﬀectiveness of applying real-time scheduling based on EDF in AEDSMS and compared it with an FIFO
scheduler. Figure 16 shows the changes in the maximum latency
for output1, which is the output-stream with the shortest End-toEnd deadline. The latency is measured from the time between
when the input-data is read from the sensors to when the tuples
are inserted into the output-streams. Each plot and error bar are
the average and standard deviation of the maximum latency based
on 100 trials, respectively.
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Fig. 18

Changes in the detection rate with TTC from output2 in a trial.

Fig. 16 Changes in maximum latency of output1 with driving time.

Fig. 19 Box plot of TTC at the first detection of each vehicle∗ from output2.

Fig. 17 Deadline miss ratio of output1 and output2.

The proposed method reduces the maximum latency of output1
by 61%. This is because AEDSMS processes the tuples with earlier deadlines first using EDF and postpones the tuples with later
deadlines. In particular, because the computation time of SDFO2
is long with large input-data volumes from V2V communications,
the diﬀerence of the execution order drastically aﬀects the diﬀerence in the maximum latency, as shown in Fig. 16.
Figure 17 shows the rates of tuples with missed deadlines
(deadline miss ratio) for output-streams of output1 and output2.
The deadline miss ratio of output3 is always 0 in each method.
The horizontal axis represents the maximum volume of input-data
that the load shedder passes per 1 s in the input-stream derived
from V2V communications.
Figure 17 shows that real-time scheduling and load shedding
both reduce the rates of missed deadlines. However, the eﬀect
of real-time scheduling based on EDF is significantly better. In
the cases where EDF is applied, it is possible to process 800 sets
of input-data per 1 s. In contrast, the cases without EDF (i.e.,
FIFO) can only process 100 sets of input-data per 1 s. This shows
that the proposed method processes approximately eight times as
much input-data volume, while still meeting deadlines. This can
be attributed to the fact that the maximum latencies of output1,
where the End-to-End deadline is the shortest, are reduced by
EDF.
With or without EDF, the maximum numbers of the input-data
volume that could be processed in the following evaluation were
800 and 100 per 1 s, respectively.
6.4 Eﬀect on Time to Collision
We evaluated the eﬀects of vehicle collisions based on the time
to collision (TTC), which is the remaining time when the subject
vehicle would have collided with the surrounding vehicles, obtained from output2. In this scenario, without braking, the subject
vehicle would have collided with the six vehicles that are marked
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by asterisks (∗) in Fig. 11. We estimated that the time required
to stop to be 2.8 s on dry roads based on the total stopping distance, where the vehicle is traveling at a speed of 60 km/h, based
on [41]. We also assumed that the subject vehicle began to stop
after detecting the vehicles∗. This means that the subject vehicle
collides with each vehicle∗ if and only if the TTC is shorter than
2.8 s for vehicle∗.
First, Fig. 18 shows how many of the six vehicles∗ could be detected with a specific TTC, as the detection rate, in a trial. A red
line is drawn at 2.8 s, which is the threshold of collision avoidance
for each vehicle∗. We denote the case where V2V communication is not used by NoV2V.
If V2V communication is not used (i.e., NoV2V), the subject
vehicle collides with all of the vehicles∗ because the detection
rate is 0 when TTC is greater than 2.8 s. This shows that it is difficult to avoid vehicle crashes using only onboard sensors. However, all of the vehicles∗ were detected before colliding because
the detection rate was 1 when TTC was greater than 0. This shows
that collision warnings are processed only by the onboard sensors
with the time limit feature of the SDFO. Figure 18 also shows that
AEDSMS using EDF achieves a better detection rate than that
using FIFO when the TTC is long. This is because EDF allows
more tuples from V2V communications to be processed while
still meeting deadlines.
Next, we estimated the vehicle crash rate as the proportion of
cases where the subject vehicle collided with the vehicles∗. In
this experiment, trials similar to Fig. 18 were repeated 100 times.
In this case, the vehicle crash rate was defined by

1,2,··· ,100 Mt
,
(3)
6 × 100
where Mt is the number of vehicles∗ that collided with the subject
vehicle in the t-th trial.
Figure 19 shows the TTC when each vehicle∗ is detected at
the first time in all of the trials. A red line is drawn at the threshold of collision avoidance (2.8 s). The shortest TTC (worse case)
of AEDSMS is 3.5 s, whereas that of FIFO or NoV2V is 2.3 or
1.1 s, respectively. In particular, AEDSMS avoids vehicle crashes
in all of the trials, whereas using FIFO or NoV2V contributed
to vehicle crashes. Thus, we found that real-time scheduling of
AEDSMS has a positive eﬀect on advance driver assistance systems.
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Fig. 20 Tracking of vehicle# in a trial with confidence from output3.

Fig. 21 Box plot of positional error for all of the vehicles from output3.

6.5 Impact on Sensor Data Fusion
First, by focusing on vehicle# in Fig. 11, we confirmed the effect on the positional accuracy of vehicles based on sensor fusion in the application scenario. Figure 20 shows the vehicle#
position and confidence that are included in the surrounding vehicles’ information delivered from output3. The circle represents
the symmetrical 95% confidence interval, which is used in ETSI
specifications [4], [5].
Figure 20 shows that AEDSMS using EDF improves the positional accuracy and confidence about the vehicle#, compared to
using FIFO. This is because tuples can be fused for a higher number of vehicles with the SDFO (Type2) when using EDF, which
allows more tuples to be processed while still meeting deadlines.
Next, we evaluated the positional accuracy between the true
and observed values for all of the vehicular information that was
delivered from output3. Figure 21 shows the error between the
exact position and the observed position based on output3 for all
of the vehicles in this scenario.
With and without sensor fusion, the average errors were 2.32
and 7.30 m, respectively, i.e., 4.98 m less than when using sensor fusion. Therefore, sensor fusion is eﬀective for improving
confidence with AEDSMS. With EDF and FIFO, the average errors were 2.32 and 3.37 m, i.e., 1.05 m less than when applying
EDF. Therefore, we demonstrated that real-time scheduling of
AEDSMS is eﬀective for improving the positional accuracy of
automotive data.

7. Discussion
In this section, we summarize how AEDSMS addresses the
challenges described in Section 4.
Time-criticality During Runtime (C1)
AEDSMS achieves time-criticality using the architecture based
on precompilation strategies, as shown in Fig. 5. This is because
it requires to optimize query plans in the worst-case. The other
reason is because the maximum input-data volumes, automotive
data processing, and the physical structures are specified during
the design stage. Moreover, real-time scheduling based on EDF
is applied to achieve the requirement, which is explained later
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(i.e., C3). In addition, we evaluated the performance of the SDFOs, which require more computation time than standard operators, and confirmed that the worst-case latency for the SDFOs are
predictable in Section 6.2.
Distributed Data Streams in In-vehicle Networks (C2)
Previously proposed distributed stream processing systems do not
determine the route of streams in in-vehicle networks, which consist of bus networks and gateways, when allocating a query plan.
In addition, they do not provide accurate measures of usage in
in-vehicle networks. Thus, AEDSMS solves these problems by
applying an architectural graph, which is used widely in embedded systems (especially, design space exploration), as described
in Section 5.5.
Applying Real-time Scheduling (C3)
Previous methods for real-time scheduling of stream processing
could not be applied directly to AEDSMS because they are too
limited to handle multiqueries in distributed stream processing.
Thus, we proposed the definition of tasks and their relative deadlines using EDF*, which is employed in real-time scheduling.
We applied EDF-based real-time scheduling to AEDSMS, as described in Section 5.6. We confirmed that EDF-based real-time
scheduling reduced the maximum latency, the deadline miss ratio,
and the vehicle crash rate, and improved the positional accuracy
of vehicles, as described in Sections 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5.
Enhancing Reliability by Sensor Data Fusion (C4)
AEDSMS enhanced reliability by using the sensor fusion operator, SFDO, as described in Section 5.7. We implemented two
types of Kalman filters and confirmed the basic performance and
improved positional accuracy of vehicles in Sections 6.2 and 6.5.
Reusability of Query Descriptions (C5)
In AEDSMS, high-level query descriptions are produced using
HLQs, which provide a method for modularizing stream processing by SPC and positional transparency; thus, these descriptions
require fewer modifications if the physical structure changes.

8. Conclusions
Because advanced driver assistance systems with automatic
driving technologies are being utilized in vehicles, software platforms for managing data integration based on DSMSs are becoming increasingly important. In this paper, we introduced
AEDSMS, i.e., a DSMS for data processing in automotive embedded systems, and we clarified five important challenges of this
study as well as the solutions to these challenges. The feasibility
was evaluated by a vehicle collision warning application, which
is crucial for supporting driving safety. The evaluation was simulated according to the C-ITS specification where the input-data
volume was maximized. As a result, the performance during runtime was measured, and the eﬀectiveness of AEDSMS was confirmed and demonstrated. This integrated technology can also be
applied to other application areas such as avionics and robotics,
which must address the same challenges. In the future, we will
introduce AEDSMS into actual cars.
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